


















BEarrucs B. SrulrH
December 7,2016

Dear Planning and Zoning Commission Members:

Thank you for listening to my comments during a previous hearing on the proposed
UDO, Your consultant's original recommendation was that mechanical and
construction contractors should be a permitted use in the M-C district (p, 133
table) adhering to clearly stated design and form criteria on qualitative and protective
matters such as dock placement, parking space standards and increased yard set-
backs, Somewhere, this clean, clear recommendation got changed to a cumbersome,
time-consuming and expensive three layer conditional process with great potential for
micro-management and subjectivity. I request that Planninq and Zonins affirm the
consultant's original recommendation.

My goal in your hearing was to tell you what this means to an individual who is
sometimes bureaucratically referred to as a "stakeholder," a detestably etfete term. No.

I'm an owner, taxpayer, citizen with high standards, and a risk-taker in an uncertain
economy. Those of us owning affected buildings are not developers nor deep pockets

corporate rnyesfors. I work darned hard on mine because they are my livelihood. I

sometimes wonder if code-writers have any concept of how much work and anxiety go
into keeping properties in good condition and rented? Insurance, taxes and upkeep go

on regardless of rental status. What is the rationale for creating additional expensive
delays and uncertainty for us when buildings were purpose-built for the very purposes

that are now precluded by an inexplicable change in the rules. lt appears to me that a
broad-brush simplistic semantic change ("Throw'em all into a single category") is
expedient for bureaucrats but it creates great hardship for those who would now have to
go through a three-layered appeal process. I'm a retired educator. Speaking to you, I

came up with the spontaneous analogy of the classroom situation in which Denny
Dimwit throws a spitball and the teacher keeps the whole class in from recess as
punishment. People chuckled, but I do feel as though many conscientious building
owners who have done nothing wrong are being punished for unarticulated reasons.

You have invested so much time in hearings. Please invest 15 more minutes tomorrow
to drive north on Providence to Vandiver, just a block north of l-70, Turn right onto

Commerce Court. Look at that street and the buildings! The place works. Purpose

built. Neat. No residences. No junk. No monster trucks. Complementary in function.

Convenient for the tradesmen who frequent it. There, Crescent Parts in my building

supplies HVAC parts for Star Heating and Air Conditioning across the street. Butler

sells electric fittings. Culligan sells water supplies. Etc. How can city personneljustify
"changing the deal" for all of us who bought and built there? Ask, if you owned one of

those tidy business buildings, how you wóuld feel if you were suddenly told that you

needed to plead before three layers of bureaucracy before you could re-rent it for the
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same type of business. What about the present use is of concern or offensive?
Nothinq!

Look at the partiallist of impacted businesses below. You know these businesses.
They are the soul of a town like Columbía - useful, valued, clean, quiet, good
neighbors. And suddenly they are told that their functions in their present quarters are
not compliant? For a functioning ciV. thev are rdeal/y situated.

6ME Supply

Groinger

Crescent Ports

Culligon Woter
Butler Supply

US Rents ft
U-Houl

Ferguson Supply

Ribock Supply

Lindsey Rentol

Cleon Uniform Compony

Woter & Sewer Supply

J. Louis Crum

On this one, the consultant got it right in the original document. Please affirm the
consultant's original recommendation - a simple change back to Glarion's
wording in the table on p.133 that "mechanical and construction contractors
should be a permitted use. nof a condiúional use in the M-G district."

Beatrice B, Smith
3100 W. Southern Hills Drive
Columbia, MO 65203
Beasmith@missou ri.edu

Reed Heofing & Air Conditioning

STor Heofing & Air Conditioning
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Sockef
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Precision Construction Services
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Tyree Porfs

Tech Electronics
Accur ot e He.oting & Cooling
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